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THEORETICAL PROGRESS AT
CNDC THEORY GROUP
Lu Zhongdao
(CHINESE NUCLEAR DATA CENTER. IAE)

In 1992. CNDC theo叩 group made prugtess in model study, code making
and data calculations for low energy nuclear reaction , intermediate and high
energy nuclear reaction. It also made progress in parameter library establishment. The fo l1 owing are the brief explanations.

I LOW ENERGY NUCLEAR REACTION
1 UNFωde has been developed by combining the Hau帽r-Feshbach 由eory
and Exciton Model. This ∞侃侃 nbeu 阻d for the calculations of double
differential cross sections of neutron induced reactions below 20 MeV. In the
∞de， the parity con部rvation and angular momentum conservation are taken·
into a∞ount in the exciton model , the pick-up mechanism for composite parti.
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de emissions and the recoi←n\皿阳s effect are also taken into account. The
discrete Incl effect in multi-particle emissions was included ei'由er.
2 峙。penting UNF e创Ie，徊.t) CTi幅s scc:tions are calculated and fit the e ll: pcrimcntal data pretty wel l. UNF 倒也c is also used to calculate the double
differential cross sections of II part比比 emissi佣.τk 臼kulation is carried out
for rea，创or. "F邸.x«)町由 inci也nt neutron energy 且= 14.S MeV 副 θ=
到· , 45· ， 90· 副ICI 13S • . The calculations fit the experimental data nicely.

3 Ba辑don MUP-2 oode. M UP-3 code bas been worked out. In MUP-3 the
two time pre--饲uilibrium emissions，由，e refraction effect of incident particle on
由e nuel臼r surfaαare taken into aα:ount. Th is code not only can calculate data files 3, 4 , S, i. e , cross section. angle distribution and spectrum , but also can
calculate data file 6, i. e , the nucleon double differential cross sections.
4 The direct inelastic 比attering cro部臼ctions and angular distributions for
the lint excitation sta恼。f ~e and 2JlU at incident neutron Cf.ergies 14.0
MeV and 20.0 MeV were calculated by coupled-channel optical model (
CCOM ) and DWBA method. The calculations show 由at the DWBA method
is suitable for 56Fe and the CCOM is suitable for DIU. The inelastic 缸auering
data calculated by DWBA method are always larger than those by
ωupled-channeltheory， butthe difference d臼reas臼 as incident neutron energy
Increases.

S In order to estimate the non-uniform effect of the sinrle particle level density on particle-hole state density , a ∞mparison is made by using the single par由Ie level densities of harmonic oscillator potential and Fermi gas mωel. It is
found that the non-uniform effect is stronger ;at low exciton states than at high
exciton st副部. Th e calculations also show that the commonly used equidistant
spacing model is a good approximation.

II

INTERMEDIATE AND HIGH ENERGY REACTION

6 Cross 臼ctions for p+241 Am reaction in 5.5- 35 MeV energy region were cal·
ωlated by CFUPI code. Calculations for (p，的 and 仰，2时 channels agree well
with the experimental data between 8 MeV and 16 MeV. The calculations show
由at 由e nonelastic cross sections are mainlyωntribu~ed from the fission cross
section. When incident energy is largtr than 1S MeV, the (p,p f) cross section has
evident contribution. When incident energy is less than 20 MeV , neutrons are
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and when the iDcicIcnt 臼阳'IY is laracr 曲an 20 MeV.
d蝇 "htd晦喃地 pan比Ie回nission is imponant.
maiD emitted

part比Ics

7 Using microsc叫艇。plical potenlial ( MOP) 翻白 styrme force puamc恼，
由e cuitation functions for p+"Y reaction in E<40 MeVer阳町'咱侃 m
calculated. The ωmparisons 明白 calc由ωDSofμ腿nomeaol唱ical 呵地cal po能ntials and with expc:rim帽tal data 曲。w 由at MOP is suitable for 臼laalations
of excitation function in proton induced reactions.

8 Based on Walccka's model and tl阳翩翩d dyaamics ( TFD ). the 恒mpcra
ture de醉"也nt relativistic m比roscop忧。，ptical potential for nue阳r matter is
obtained in which the polarization and correlation contributions is taken into
缸怠创nt. The Schrodinger 饲uivalent potential and m回n free path for nuclear
matter are also obtained. With 1侃al d.."I1sity approximation. the 回 me quantities
are obtained for finite nuclei. The r臼ults are reasonable for single particle energies between ~ 40 MeV lind )创)() MeV relative to the Fenni energy.
9 Based on the available experimental data ofωCu and its neighbor
nuclides 6zNi and "Zn. a set of proton optical potential parameters for E <55
MeV is obtained. Th rough adjusting neutron and other charged particle optical
potential , level density parameters as wen as exciton model parameter K, all
ero部揭ctions for reaction p + 6JCu are obtained in energy region 3- 55 MeV.
The calculations agree well with experimental dat a. for reactions (p，的. (p,n).
(p.3n) and 仰，np+剑， but for reactions (p，如) and (p.2nd+p3n+nt) further study

,

臼 needed.

10 In order to generalize the exciton model to high energy nucleon-nucleus
缸attering， an empirical fonnula of relativistic exciton transition rate is given by
taking account of the relativistic effect. This fonnula is suitable for atomic
number from 40 to 252 and for incident nucleon energy from 40 to )ωOMeV.

J I An attempt of applying QNCD ( quantum nuclωn cluster dynamics ) or
QMD ( quantum molecular dynamics ) to calculate nuclear data for intermediate and high energy is undenaking. It can be expected that the nuclωns or
light particles are reI饵sed from the highly excited nucleus during its time-spa，饵
evol四on.Aω4e has been made based on QNCD and applied to study the
thermalization in 830 MeV p+Fe reaction. It is found that the thermalization is
ruched in a t. ube-like volume along incident direction, i. e, a 1饵:al
thermalization rather the thermalization of the whole nucleus.
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HI PARAMETER LIBRARY ESTABLISHMENT
12 For the practical and ωDVCDicat us龟 the Chia笛e Eval随时 Nuclear
parameter u阳UJ ( CENPL ) is DC怕回ablisl时， CENPLω'Dtains six
sutrlibrar 邸， each of thanωm础。f 棚。parts， tile data files and 由e maDt--mrieval ex地e 叼黯M. TIle data fila store evaluated basic D回:lear ωD
SlaDIS and model parame恼s. τk ma....cat-mrieYa1 codes are u蟹d to reE曾帽RlatiYe iDformatioa of parameters.
The sa sub-libraries are
(I) Atom比 ma篇幅 and cbaractaisticω1IStaD1S for Duclcar around sta忧《
MCC ). SO far the atomic mass畴。f47，ωDud描饵. half-lives or abundan筒，
每MIl and parities for nuclear ground state have been put into the data file and
由c retrieval co也 for single nucleus ( SN ) is made out.
(2) Discre忧 level schan臼 and branch ratio of decay (DLD ).
(3) Level density parameten ( LDL ). The data file whichωntains relative experimental data ( LRD ) and level density parameters ( LOP) is made
ωt. Its retrieval cωe for SN has been set up.
(4) Giant dipole resonance parameters for -ray strength function (
GDR). At pre钝刷. experimental data of 102 nuclides have been put in the data
file and the management-retrieval code system is 臼tablished.
(S) Fission baπier parameters ( FBP ). Th e data file , including the
parameters r，缸。mmended by Lynn , Back-Britt and Ohsawa, and the managerncnt-retrieval code system ~1ave been 臼t up.
{的 Optical model parameters ( OMP ).
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IV OTHERS
13 B臼ides the influenαof nuclear deformation fluctuation on panicle emi s.lion has been studied , the influence of temperature at each local equilibrium
stage with exciton number n. on the particle emission is alωstudied. It is found
由at the 恒mperature of the thermal bath provided by different I侃al equilibrium
stale of exciton number ,. taking as a ωnstant 也 kT = (EI a)11 1 is just
reasonable 1\nd suitable.
14 To explain the double-slope behavior of1 n < Fi > - -lnly drawinp in partick production in high energy hadronic interactions and heavy ion collisions,
由e wci.hted distribution in particle pr'ωuction is pro~. The second slope is
due to the random cascade pro饵IS， while the first one is mainly due to the
unnat ofthe average distrib四on.
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